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I Will Always Stay In Love This Way
Lea Salonga

 Intro: C-Fm/C-C-Fm/C-Bb
          Eb--Cm-Cm+M7-Cm7-
          Fm-Gm-G#-Bb-C-pause Bb,

  Eb                                       Cm
   I never lost the love that I have given you
                  Cm+M7              Cm7
   With all the things that we have all been through
        Fm             Gm
   I ve never stayed in love before
      G#             Bb                   C-pause Bb,
   As much as I have stayed in love with you

  Eb
   You, you never thought the feelings
                      Cm
   Meant for you were true
               Cm+M7            Cm7
    Cause everytime we re all alone you wonder
   Fm             Gm
   If I ll really never change
        G#             Bb                C  C7
   And if I ll really stay in love with you

                   Refrain
  Fm   Fm+M7         Fm7               Fm6
   Love,   it needs just you and me to stay together
  Bbm               Cm
   Even if there s nothing more
       C#               Eb
   The best is there forever
  Fm    Fm+M7          Fm7              Fm6
   Love,    we have to stay this way in love forever
  Bbm            Cm
   Even if you change your ways
       C#                 C
   I ll always stay this way

                   Chorus
          C
    Cause I
            Fm/C                             C
   I will always stay this way in love with you
            Fm/C                             C
   I will always stay this way in love with you
            Fm/C break
   I will always stay in love this way



   Adlib: Eb--Cm-Cm+M7-Cm7-
          Fm-Gm-G#-Bb-C-C7-

   (Repeat Refrain except last line)

       C#                 C      Eb
   I ll always stay this way for you
                          
   I never thought the feelings
                       Cm
   Meant for you were true
              Cm+M7           Cm7
    Cause everytime we re all alone you wonder
   Fm            Gm
   If I ll really never change
       G#             Bb                 C-C7-
   And if I ll really stay in love with you

   (Repeat Refrain)

   (Repeat Chorus except last line)

            Fm/C                             C
   I will always stay this way in love with you
            Fm/C                             C
   I will always stay this way in love with you
            Fm/C                             C
   I will always stay this way in love with you
            Fm/C                             C
   I will always stay this way in love with you
            Fm/C  break                C hold       
   I will always stay in love this way


